Abstract. This paper describes an implementation of Linda for
Introduction
Linda [1] is a language independent model for concurrent and distributed programming, that can be hosted by any language, e.g. Ada [5] . The model introduces a few simple operations on a logical associative distributed memory, the Tuple Space. Tasks communicate in an uncoupled fashion by inserting, reading and removing memory objects, called tuples, from the tuple space. Linda is suitable for a wide range of programming styles, e.g. the master-worker technique. A detailed survey of programming styles for Linda can be found in [3] .
There exists an implementation of Linda for Ada 83 called Ada-Linda [6] . However, Ada 95 with its new object oriented features, child packages and protected objects, supplies more sophisticated programming constructs than Ada 83 for implementing Linda. These new capabilities allow a more elegant, type safe Linda that better suits the Ada way of writing programs.
In this paper we explain the original Linda model, describe how the new features of Ada 95 can be utilized to improve Linda for Ada, describe our implementation and finally give a programming example to present the model.
The Linda Model
Linda offers a form of logically shared memory, the tuple space (TS), which is accessible to tasks executing in parallel whether they share physical memory or not. The storage unit in Linda's memory is a logical tuple, an ordered set of values, called fields. Tuples in TS have no address, instead they are accessed by logical names, where the name of a tuple is any selection of its fields. The matching is done by using a templatetuple with the same number of fields as the tuple, and it works much like unification in Prolog [9] . The fields in a template can either be actual or formal fields, where an actual field is a value and a formal field denotes any value of a given type. An actual field of a template matches the corresponding field of a tuple with the same value, and a formal field matches the corresponding field with the same type. In a tuple all fields are values. For a template to match a tuple, the number of fields in the template and tuple must be the same, and all fields must match. If the template and tuple match, the formal fields of the template are instantiated with the values in the corresponding fields in the tuple.
In Linda a message between two tasks is never exchanged directly. A task that wants to output data, puts it into the tuple space, and a task that wants to read data, searches for it and reads it from the tuple space. Tasks communicating in this way need not be known to each other.
Example
To find a tuple ("text", 5, True) in the tuple space, we could use a template: ("text", I : Integer, B : Boolean), where the string "text" is an actual field and I, B are formal fields.
Linda Operations on the Tuple Space
The tuple space is accessed via three primitive operations, add, remove, and read instead of the two read and write operations used on a conventional memory. These primitive operations are used to implement the following operations on the tuple space (Out, In and Rd), which gives the user access to the tuple space, see fig 1.
S Out(T), inserts the given tuple T into the tuple space TS. S In(S), locates a tuple T in the TS that matches the template S and removes T from the TS. If no matching tuple is available, the executing process is suspended until T turns up. If there are many matching tuples, one is chosen arbitrarily.
S Rd(S), is the same as In(S) except that the matching tuple remains in the TS. The fourth operation in Linda is Eval(T), it deals with concurrent evaluation of fields of a tuple that is added to the tuple space. We do not implement this operation since Ada already has a construct for expressing parallelism and the same effect is accomplished by letting a task output a tuple before it terminates.
Examples
Doing a read operation with the template (I : Integer, 42, B : Boolean) would match any of the tuples (5, 42, false) or (17, 42, true), but not the tuple ("Hi", 42, true) since the first field of the template does not match the first field of that tuple.
Given the initial tuple space, A in fig 1, the effect of performing the operations In, Rd and Out as in B, will cause the TS to change to that of C.
Previous Work With Linda
There exists several implementations with Linda and different host languages such as Ada-Linda [6] , C-Linda [2] , C++Linda [10] , and many more; a number of them listed in [10] .
Implementing Linda With Ada 95
Ada 95 offers new and powerful programming constructs that can be used to make a new and, in our opinion, more powerful implementation of Linda for Ada than was possible with Ada 83. (17, 42, true)
B: Operations on TS

What is Different From Ada-Linda?
Representation of Tuples
The common approach to construct tuples is to use functions with a variable number of parameters, where each parameter represents a field. Having a subprogram with varying number of parameters is in some languages acceptable, but in Ada the number of formal parameters in a subprogram must be fixed. In Ada-Linda the same effect is achieved by having default values for the parameters. Starting with an abstract tagged record with no fields, new tuples can be created by deriving types extended with new fields. By using an explicit type for tuples instead of a collection of fields (parameters), fields of different types are not mistakenly transposed.
Representation of Actual and Formal Fields
The information whether a field is a formal or an actual field is indicated separate from the template. Unfortunately this cancels some of the benefits of having a tuple type. The tuple type ensures that fields can not mistakenly be transposed or forgotten, but it is still possible to transpose actual and formal indicators. However, once the mode information is given it is stored in an array of enumeration literals in the template and there is no further risk for modes being transposed or forgotten.
Type Safe Tuples
The type profile of a tuple is called its signature. Only tuples with the same signature can possibly match. This is like comparing an integer with a float, they can never be equal since they are of different types. On the other hand two integers might match if they have the same value.
In our implementation we extend the notion of signature slightly since we have typed tuples. This means that tuples having the same type profile can never match if they are of different types. As a side effect it is possible to use the tag of a tuple type to represent the signature. This use of the signature makes it possible to prevent tasks that are not intended to communicate from accessing each others data by mistake.
Extendability
With a combination of tagged types, child packages and generics, it is possible to offer the programmer any kind of tuples both regarding number of fields and the type of the fields (except limited types). Although the implementation only offers tuples with up to 8 fields it is designed in a way that allows extension with tuples with an arbitrary number of fields without recompiling any of the previously written code. This is to compare with Ada-Linda, where the programmer is being offered a few predefined field types and any extension of field types or increasing the number of fields would require recompilation of code depending on Linda.
New Operations on Tuple Space
Two new operations on TS are added, TS_Inp and TS_Readp [2] [3]. The operations does not belong to the original Linda model, but has been implemented in e.g. C-Linda [2] . The operations try to find a matching tuple and return false if they fail; otherwise they return true and match with the found tuple. The only difference compared to TS_In and TS_Read is that the predicates will not block if no matching tuple is found. The new operations are very useful when the calling process can not afford to be blocked until a tuple arrives in the tuple space.
As an example consider the following. A server is capable of servicing many different requests. Each type of request is sent using a tuple of a different type and requests have different priorities. A request may only be serviced if no higher prioritized request is waiting. TS_Inp or TS_Readp can then be used to check for requests from high to low priority without blocking the server. 
Tuples
Tuples are defined as tagged records, starting with an abstract tuple (Tuple_0) having no fields. Together with the Tuple_0 declaration an abstract function Unify is declared. The purpose of this function is to check whether or not a template matches a tuple and if so to unify them, i.e. to assign actual values to the formal fields. It is abstract since unification requires knowledge about the type of the fields involved and this information is not available with Tuple_0. 
Construction of New Tuples
Our implementation supplies generic packages for creation of new tuples. A new tuple is created by instantiating the appropriate generic package, i.e. one with the same number of generic type parameters as the number of fields of the tuple. There exists generic packages with up to 8 fields, but generic packages with any number of fields can be added. Below is the specification of the generic package for creating tuples with two fields. Every instantiation of this package gives a new tuple type with two fields that can be used without further initializations. The types of the fields in a tuple must be constrained. Therefore it is not possible to perform an operation such as TS_In("High", 1) unless the type of the first field is a String of range 4.
Operations on Tuple Space
The operations provided are TS_Out, TS_In, TS_Read, TS_Inp and TS_Readp. These are defined as class wide operations. TS_Out is defined for all tuples belonging to Tuple_0'Class and there are definitions of all the other operations for each Tuple_i'Class.
The only operation that does not need mode information is TS_Out since all fields are actuals. Since tuples are represented as records we must represent the mode of the fields separate from the tuple. Modes are represented as an array of the enumeration literals Formal and Actual. This guarantees that M'Size always corresponds to the number of fields in A_Template at run time.
Representation of Tuple Space
All access to the tuple space is handled locally by a Tuple Space Manager. It is required that the TS manager can handle both local and external requests concurrently.
The TS is partitioned so that every node has a separate part of the TS, i.e. the intersection of any two parts is empty. This means that an Out operation only has to add the tuple to the local part of the TS. For Read and In operations it means that the local part of the TS must be searched first and if there is no local match the calling task is suspended and a network-wide search is initiated, as described in 3.5. During this search the TS Manager can service other requests. It is possible that a searched tuple is inserted by a local task, which results in a local match and cancelation of all remote requests.
The organization of the TS is simplified due to the use of tagged types for tuples, the tag can be used as the signature of the tuple, see 3.1. Tuples having the same signature (tag) can easily be collected into an equivalence class. We have chosen a list of tuples to represent an equivalence class. The signature is also used to organize (store) the equivalence classes in a hash When the local part of the TS is searched, the appropriate Eq_Class is found by a simple lookup. It can then be traversed, and the given template can be compared to each tuple in the Eq_Class by applying Unify until a match is found or we run out of tuples.
Tuple Search Protocol
Basically our protocol works as that of Ada-Linda. The first step when searching the tuple space for a matching tuple is to search the local TS for a match. If no matching tuple is found, the template is added to an appropriate request list, depending on whether its a Read or In request. The calling task is suspended and the request is broadcasted to the other tuple space managers. The template is included in the request.
Matching of New Tuples to Waiting Requests
When a tuple is given to the TS manager by a call to TS_Out, the TS manager first checks this tuple against the request lists, starting with the In request list. If the tuple matches an In request, the matching tuple is sent to the requesting node and is not inserted in the local TS. If no matching In request is found, matching proceeds with the Read requests. For each matching Read request, the tuple is sent to the requesting node and finally it is inserted in the local TS.
When a node finds a match to a remote request, it immediately broadcasts a cancel request to all other nodes, and then sends the match to the requesting node.
With two request lists there appears to be a risk for starvation when In and Read requests compete over the same tuple. This is a no-risk considering the semantics of the operations on the tuple space and the common programming techniques used in Linda [3] , e.g. the Master-Worker technique, see example in section 4. If applications are depending on that a tuple is read by a number of tasks before it is removed from the tuple space the applications still needs some extra synchronization.
Incoming Remotely Matched Requests
When a match to a request arrives, the request is removed from the request list and the suspended task is resumed. It is possible that matches to an already satisfied request arrives. In that case Read requests are simply discarded and In requests are added to the local TS (so that we do not loose any tuples).
Incoming Cancelations
When a cancelation of a request arrives, the request is removed from the request list if it originally was a remote request (we have to remember our outstanding requests).
Inp and Readp Operations
When an Inp or Readp operation is performed on a node it is initially handled like the corresponding In and Read operations. First the local tuple space is searched for a match. If no local match was found a circular search for a matching tuple is made. The nodes are connected in a logical ring and the search initiating node sends a request to its immediate neighbour. The neighbour performs a local search trying to match the request. If a match is found it is directly sent to the originating node, shortcutting the ring, fig 3, otherwise the request is forwarded to the next node in the ring and the procedure continues. If no matching tuple is found in the ring the request will eventually reach the initiating node which will recognize it as a negative reply. 
Network Communication
We are still awaiting the release of a version of GNAT that implements streams and that supplies the services of GARLIC [7] , therefore only in-partition communication is currently available. In-partition communication is sufficient for writing and testing Linda applications, and for verifying the tuple search protocol.
A Programming Example
A common technique for writing parallel programs is the master-worker method, which Linda is specially suitable for. A master-worker solution is characterized by a master process that produces a bag of assignments to be solved by a set of identical worker processes. Each worker process looks in the bag for a new assignment to solve, solves the assignment and outputs the solution and repeats this until there are no more assignments available. The master is responsible for collecting the individual solutions and keeping track of intermediate results. There can be any number of workers and by having worker processes assigned to different CPUs, on the fly load balancing is achieved. Workers on lightly loaded CPUs solve their assignments faster than workers on more heavily loaded CPUs and thus get to solve more assignments.
The following example shows how Linda can be used to implement a master-worker solution of the Mandelbrot problem [8] . The solution contains two procedures, a master procedure and a worker procedure. There may be any number of tasks executing the worker procedure, but only one task executing a master procedure task. The master procedure creates a bag of assignments by outputting Assignment tuples into the TS with TS_Out. Each Assignment tuple contains a string that identifies the master and a complex point. The workers independently seek out assignments by calling TS_In with a template that matches any assignment. The use of TS_In rather than TS_Rd guarantees that each assignment is solved by only one worker. For each assignment solved by a worker, a Solution tuple is output into the TS. The tuple contains the string identifying the assigning master, the complex point, and a decision, true or false, whether the point belongs to the Mandelbrot set or not. The master collects solutions by making calls to TS_In with a Solution template containing its identity string as a formal field. 
Conclusion
In this paper it is demonstrated that Ada 95 allows for a more powerful and elegant implementation of Linda than Ada 83. Our implementation is more Ada-like in its syntax and more type safe than the predecessor Ada-Linda.
During our work we have constructed a set of generic library packages that provide programmers with a simple, useful and extendable interface to Linda. This set of library packages should be seen as a complement, to the capabilities offered for distributed programming by Annex E in the Ada standard. It offers a direct means for tasks to communicate and synchronize their actions across partitions.
As a programming model Linda is suitable for many different programming techniques. The master-worker program in section 4 is an example of a distributed-data-structures technique, but Linda is equally suitable for message-passing or live-data-structure techniques. Linda can also be used as a high-level distributed shared memory upon which other mechanisms, e.g. shared variables and mutual exclusion protocols, can be implemented.
The operations of Linda resembles an asymmetric rendez-vous. For future work it would be interesting to tie the Linda concept closer to the tasking model in order to create something like a remote task interface, a categorized package that couples specific tuple types with tasks. In this context it would also be interesting to extend the Linda model with e.g. timed and selective In and Read operations.
